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Response to Reviewer 1

Summary

This manuscript presents a stress balance analysis for three tidewater glaciers that

have a contrasting retreat history over the study time period (1985-2015). By analysing

the stress balance throughout a period of retreat, and by contrasting the glaciers, the

authors aim to elucidate the possible drivers of retreat and controls on its ultimate du-

ration.

The manuscript aims to make the significant point that at least for the 2 studied

glaciers that retreated, it was a terminus perturbation that initiated retreat (so that re-

treat led to acceleration and then thinning), as opposed to for example a reduction in

basal drag (for which the order would be acceleration then thinning then retreat). The

manuscript furthermore shows how the pre-retreat stress configuration determines the

susceptibility of a glacier to long-term retreat.

The manuscript is certainly important and is appropriate for The Cryosphere. I

feel that there remains much uncertainty on the drivers and controls of tidewater glacier

retreat and this manuscript can make a significant contribution to this topic. In addi-

tion it was a pleasure to read because the manuscript is well-written and the figures are

excellent.

Having said all this, I do feel that three significant points need to be addressed be-

fore I feel completely convinced by the argument; these relate to (i) being more precise

about the time stamping of the data and the implications for the analysis, (ii) a more

thorough and extensive treatment of the errors and consideration of how these errors af-

fect the interpretation of the results, and (iii) a more thorough analysis or discussion to

discount thinning as a possible driver of retreat. I detail these points along with some

more minor comments below.

Thank you for your interest in our study and for taking the time to review our pa-

per. It is clear from your review that you took the time to understand the points we were

making and offer a constructive and detailed critique. Prominent among the critique was

a lack of consistent time stamping for glaciers around the year 2002 in the manuscript

and the need for a more rigorous analysis of thinning induced retreat. We were able to

make these changes and feel they have added to the clarity and persuasiveness of our find-
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ings. In addition, this reviewer suggested that to be fully convinced by the analysis, a

better treatment of errors was necessary. We have formally propagated errors through

our model and, when errors are commensurate to observed changes, discussed those changes

in light of uncertainties. We feel that this review has substantially improved our manuscript.

Major comments

Time stamping of data

I found the time stamping of the data to be a bit imprecise and in some cases in-

consistent. For example, on L87 and in Fig. 1 the date of the ASTER DEMs is stated

as “∼2002”, but in the figures and results the date of this DEM is sometimes said to be

2003 (e.g. legend on Figs. 2-4, L158). Could you be more precise at L87 about what “ 2002”

means? And then be consistent throughout the manuscript on this date?

Our apologies, and thank you for catching this. We mislabeled the year in Figs.

3-4. The year of the Ingia data is 2003 (i.e., why we stated it as 2003 on L158), the year

of the Umiamako data is 2002, and the Rink data is 2001. We now on L87 explicitly state

the months and dates of the data used for each glacier to represent the ∼2002 time pe-

riod (Ingia: June 2003, Umiamako: July 2002, Rink: July 2001).

In relation to the timestamping of the DEMS, can the DEM (and therefore the ac-

companying stress analysis) really be said to be pre-retreat for Umiamako? On L160 you

look at thinning between 1985 and 2002 but Umiamako began retreating in 2001 (L55).

Does this affect your conclusions at all?

Umiamako and Ingia began retreating in 2002 and 2001 (Catania et al., 2018), but

our datasets are from 2003 and 2002, respectively. ASTER DEMs were not available on

the exact years of retreat for specific glaciers due to cloud cover, etc. One thing to men-

tion is that this date of retreat is rough within a year or so of the retreat onset stated,

see Umiamako Figure 2 in Catania et al., 2018. More importantly though, our main con-

clusion for the pre-retreat period is that there are negligible observed stress and thin-

ning changes on Umiamako and Ingia prior to retreat. By analyzing data one year af-

ter retreat onsets, as opposed to one year before, the dataset is conservative for making

this claim and therefore does not effects our conclusions.
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What part of the season is the DEM appropriate for? I ask because if the seasonal

surface elevation change from surface mass balance alone is significant (say 5m or some-

thing from late summer to late winter), then when you remove the surface mass balance

in order to get the dynamic thickness change (L157) presumably it matters whether the

DEM is timestamped to summer or winter. Perhaps this could affect the stress balance

too. Similarly I note you used annual mean ice velocities – would seasonal variability in

ice velocity (e.g. Howat et al. 2010) affect your results?

The ASTER DEMs (∼2002 datapoint) are all for summer months so they roughly

maximize the amount of thinning that has occurred from 1985 to 2002, which is conser-

vative for our findings of limited thinning prior to retreat (see year and months of DEMs

now attached above and included in the paper). The 1985 DEM does not have a spe-

cific seasonal date to our knowledge. Although you are correct in stating that season-

ality will affect the thickness, velocity is the major variable for year-to-year changes in

stress, and, here, we consistently use annual velocity averages (O’Neel et al., 2005). To

our knowledge seasonal velocities are not available/reliable in our study region before

the early two thousands. Seasonal velocity changes are present for outlet glaciers in out

study region, however changes are small <10 to 15% (Joughin et al., 2008) compared to

the ∼50% increase in velocity we observe during retreat of Ingia and Umiamako. Although

there are likely some smaller scale seasonal changes in stress associated with seasonal ve-

locity changes super imposed on secular trends in stress, e.g., O’Neel et al., 2005; En-

derlin et al., 2018, the aim of this study is to elucidate the year-to-year changes in stress

during multi-year terminus retreat. For this purpose, we believe consistent use of annual

velocities is best.

To sum up this point I feel the manuscript would be improved with a bit more clar-

ity and explanation around the time stamping of the datasets, of how you have accounted

for seasonal variability (or whether this matters), and how these details affect your re-

sults.

The reviewer pointed out an oversight of ours in mislabeling the year in Figs. 3 and

4. Furthermore, they raised the lack of specific dates for the DEMs for the years around

2002. We have added details above (and to the methods) and have provided a ration-

ale for why the dates of DEMs used around 2002 do not effect, and are even conserva-
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tive for, our conclusions. The discussion of seasonal changes is continued below, and will

be mentioned in the manuscript discussion.

Treatment of errors

I found the treatment of errors to be a bit confusing and not sufficiently thorough.

For example, on L108 it is stated that “errors in inferred basal drag using the force bal-

ance with BedMachineV4 are estimated to be <15 kPa”, whereas on L114 you state a

maximum error of 60 kPa in inferred basal resistance. Are these statements contradic-

tory? In relation to the first statement, is it suggesting that the errors would be differ-

ent with a different bed product?

Both values are from the analysis of Stearns and van der Veen, 2018. The less than

15 kPa on L108 is only for the uncertainty in basal drag that arises from the uncertainty

in bed elevation, whereas the 60 kPa error stated on L104 is the estimate for the uncer-

tainty that arises from all input data product errors, i.e., velocity, surface elevation, and

bed elevation together; thus, the estimate is larger than 15 kPa. Both our study and Stearns

and van der Veen, 2018 used BedMachine v3 thus we expect errors from bed topogra-

phy alone to be similar. We made a mistake in referencing both as using BedMachine

v4 on L108, that is now corrected to BedMachine V3.

In general, are you relying on Stearns and van der Veen (2018) for your error es-

timation as suggested by L114-115? But presumably your manuscript uses different in-

put datasets (DEMs, velocities, updated BedMachine), and does different processing (the

two sets of smoothing on L112 and L125), so aren’t your errors likely to be different?

Although in most ways we use similar data products and smoothing methods to

Stearns and van der Veen, 2018, and therefore we expect errors to be comparable to the

ones they estimate (and find that to be the case), we understand that to be fully con-

vincing it would be useful to have our own estimates of error for each glacier/year. Please

see the reply below for the bulk of our analysis.

I also don’t follow why the errors in inferred basal drag are necessarily “consistent

in time” (L109). I can understand why this would be the case if an error is arising from

your estimate of ice viscosity, and if ice viscosity is assumed to be constant in time. How-

ever, you have different inputs to your estimates at different times (DEMS, velocities)

and so presumably these could give rise to different, time-variable errors?
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We apologize for the confusion here, as we now see that this and your first com-

ment in this section are likely linked to our poor wording. The invariance in time is just

in reference to errors in stress arising from errors in bed topography. In our study, we

assume that the bed elevation is invariant (stated in the previous line), thus the errors

in stress components from errors in bed elevation are consistent in time. You are cor-

rect that errors in velocity (and surface DEMs) would be variable in time. We have now

addressed this below.

Overall, I think it would be great if you could add to the methods a more thorough

treatment and explanation of the errors, and I think it would be useful to add some shad-

ing or some sort of other indication of the error on the stress to Figs. 2-4.

We have now propagated errors through our model analytically following Taylor,

1997 and van der Veen, 2011, similar to previous work, e.g., van der Veen et al., 2013;

Stearns and van der Veen, 2018. As we are primarily focused on relative changes in stress,

and for the reasons stated above (invariance in time), we do not include uncertainty aris-

ing from errors in the bed DEM in our calculations. For lateral drag and longitudinal

coupling, we estimate uncertainty due to errors in surface velocity datasets because (1)

errors in velocity datasets vary in time, which results in relative changes in stress that

our analysis focuses on and (2) velocity errors result in the vast majority of uncertainty

in temporal stress changes, i.e., compared to surface elevation errors (van der Veen, 2013;

O’Neel et al., 2005). We use values for velocity errors published alongside the dataset

used here (Gardner et al., 2019) and analytically propagate them through our model to

calculate stress uncertainty. We assume that errors in annual velocity maps and stress

fields arise independently, i.e., spatial averaging during resampling reduces error. It is

important to note that the values given for error by Gardner et al., 2019 are noted to

”allow for the formal propagation of errors” but ”provided errors... should be used as

qualitative metrics for assessing errors.” As a result, the formal propagation of velocity

errors through our model should be taken as a similarly qualitative assessment, albeit

the best one available to us at present.

The results of the uncertainty quantification in the form of the shaded plots you

suggested are at the end of this response to reviewer comments (Figs. 1-3) and will be

added to the supplementary materials in the manuscript. The method for estimating un-

certainty will be added to an adapted methods section. Furthermore, in regions/years
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where uncertainty is commensurate to the stresses reported, the results and conclusions

will be discussed in light of that uncertainty (next comment below). During certain years

we find some regions of very high uncertainty due to small regions of coincident low strain

rates and high velocity errors. However, on average we find comparable uncertainty val-

ues for stress terms to previous studies in Greenland, e.g., Enderlin et al., 2016; Stearns

et al., 2018.

Lastly, and depending on your response to the above points, I think it would be

great to be more conscious of the errors when discussing the results. Two particular places

I feel this could be important are: (i) on L167 when you talk about “a drop in longitu-

dinal coupling resistance in the near-terminus region of 10 kPa” – is this outside of un-

certainty?, and (ii) on lines 157-163, could you comment a bit on what the errors are on

these dynamic thickness changes? Ideally you would have a +/- attached to each esti-

mate. I ask because these are relatively small changes that are comparable to the un-

certainties you describe in L91-93, and furthermore you have removed a RACMO sur-

face mass balance signal that presumably itself has significant uncertainty. Therefore,

can we say that these glaciers are dynamically thinning or thickening outside of uncer-

tainty?

Your feeling on this was founded and although largely the estimation of uncertainty

did not fundamentally change our findings, on (i) the change we report is commensu-

rate to the uncertainty we calculate. Therefore, that change is now only discussed in con-

text of the present uncertainty in our methods. For (ii) you are also correct and these

changes, e.g., 10 m of thinning/thickening, is within the RMS error in DEM accuracy

we reported earlier in the manuscript. However, our claim is that we observe largely neg-

ligible changes in elevation pre-retreat, therefore in contrast to (i) including uncertainty

largely strengthens our claim. Another important place to include uncertainty estimates

was on L138, but similar to (ii) it strengthens the points made. All of these changes are

now discussed in context of the underlying uncertainty.

Thinning versus terminus perturbation-induced retreat

One of the principal take-homes from the manuscript is that the retreat of Ingia

and Umiamako is initiated by a perturbation at the terminus, because little thinning is

observed prior to retreat (e.g. L162). I largely agree, but if we are going to be really rig-

orous, I feel we should ask what threshold of thinning we consider to be insufficient to
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drive retreat. For Umiamako, there is some thinning of 5-10 m prior to retreat (if we take

the 1985-2002 time period to be prior to retreat – see above). Clearly this is a small amount

of thinning relative to what you get once full-on retreat is initiated, but that doesn’t com-

pletely rule it out as the perturbation that started the retreat. Is the height above buoy-

ancy for Umiamako (Fig. 1e 3a) such that 5-10 m of thinning could unground a signif-

icant portion of the terminus? Based on Fig. 3a it does look like the bed deepens inland

in the first few km such that the glacier might be approaching flotation there in 2002/2003.

I feel that a bit more quantitative analysis and discussion is needed here to fully back

up the idea that thinning prior to retreat is not the driver of retreat. Perhaps adding

a plot of height above buoyancy along the flowline in the near terminus region would help?

Continuing from your previous comment on uncertainty, the observed changes in

thickness pre-retreat were largely negligible, or potentially within error. However, you

are correct it is possible that ∼10 m of thinning estimated on Umiamako resulted in thin-

ning to flotation and retreat. One way to estimate how much retreat could be induced

from thinning alone is to follow Wood et al., 2021 and Thomas and Bentley, 1978. Here,

the thinning induced retreat rate is calculated as,

qs = dh/dt[(1 − ρw/ρi)βs − αs] (1)

where dh/dt is the thinning rate, βs is the basal slope at the ice front, αs is the slope

of the glacier surface at the ice front, ρi is the density of ice, and ρw is the density of wa-

ter. Following Wood et al., 2021, if dh/dt is positive than qs = 0. So, for Ingia, which

thickened, qs = 0. For Umiamako, dh/dt = 10/17 m/yr. Integrated over δt = 17 year

period from 1985 to 2002, qs∆t, results in just 0.5 m of retreat. Thank you for the sug-

gestion to make this claim more rigorous, we will include the calculation in the manuscript

and, although we both heuristically thought this was a negligible amount of thinning,

we feel the additional calculation strengthens our conclusion.

Minor comments

L23-25 – This may be preference, but I feel this sentence would read better if all

the references were put at the end.

Done.
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L70 - Could you add a bit more detail (particularly including equations) for how

you calculate the resistive stresses from the velocities? I see that you have written it in

words around L70 but for clarity it would be great to see “R xx = . . . ”

The resistive stresses neglecting vertical shearing are given by

Rxx = Bε̇1/n−1
e (2ε̇xx + ε̇yy), (2)

Ryy = Bε̇1/n−1
e (ε̇xx + 2ε̇yy), (3)

Rxy = Bε̇1/n−1
e ε̇xy, (4)

where B is the viscosity rate factor, ε̇ij is the surface strain rate and the effective strain

rate is given by

ε̇e = (ε̇2xx + ε̇2yy + ε̇xxε̇yy + ε̇2xy)1/2. (5)

These equation will be merged into the methods of the main text. See van der Veen, 2013

ch. 11 for more details.

L104 – can you clarify whether “all years in our study period” means every year

from 1985-2015 or just 1985, 2002, 2007 and 2015?

Just the years in our analysis, i.e., 1985, 2001 (Rink), 2002 (Umiamako), 2003 (In-

gia), 2007, and 2015.

L105 – putting the last part in parenthesis might be better grammatically?

Done.

Fig. 2 caption – suggest “terminus at that time” would be better than “current ter-

minus”.

That’s more clear. Done.

Fig. 1d could possibly benefit from a different color scale because it’s difficult for

the reader to evaluate the statements in L157-163 when much of the glacier looks to have

a surface elevation change of approximately 0.

We see your point, however, we use the same colorbar to show the thinning rate

for all years, which allows for easy year-to-year comparison. Largely our main point for

this time span, 1985 to ∼2002, is there is near-uniform negligible (compared to post re-

treat) thinning (Fig. 1a) and dynamic thinning (Fig. 1d), thus the lack of observable change

and the slight changes we can see is a feature of the plot.
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L163 – “ice-ocean processes” – I’m wondering if perhaps this should more accurately

be “calving front processes”, because I guess in theory something like increased calving

driven by hydrofracture would be consistent with your observations but is not an ice-

ocean process.

We have made the change to your more general term, as the process you identify

is a potential mechanism.

L165 – “along-flow gradients in longitudinal stresses support driving stress” – is

the “gradients” part necessary here? Wouldn’t it just be longitudinal stresses support-

ing driving stresses?

You are correct. We have removed gradients.

L176-177: “The Ingia terminus region does not experience a significant change in

driving stress or basal drag even as the terminus retreats” – in Fig. 2c the basal drag

does change significantly. Although the values do become unphysical, I feel that this state-

ment needs modified. Presumably since all stresses must sum to 0, the negative basal

drag values are telling us that one of the other stress components is slightly out too?

That sentence you quote is meant to refer to the period up to 2007, i.e., ”...drag

as the terminus begins to retreat” and the following sentence refers to the 2015 period,

where we will now also discuss the drop in basal drag that occurs during the increase

in lateral drag from 2007 to 2015. The original wording did not make that clear, thus

we have improved the wording here to aid understanding.

L208 – “compressional flow” – to me, compression, at least in the along-flow di-

rection, is when the velocity is decreasing along-flow, which would be between 8-11 km

on Fig. 4a. I don’t really follow how “the compressional regime is evidenced by large gra-

dients in longitudinal stress” because this does not follow my understanding of compres-

sional flow. If we were only consider the along-fjord longitudinal stress (ignoring the across-

glacier direction) then wouldn’t compressional flow be associated with negative longi-

tudinal stresses rather than gradients in longitudinal stresses? Or put another way, a flow

can still be entirely extensional even in the presence of gradients in longitudinal stresses.

Perhaps the authors can expand/explain?
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We have cleaned up the language to only say that the driving stress is highly sup-

ported by longitudinal coupling throughout the trough for Rink (what is shown in our

results) and do not comment on the compressional or tensional aspect of the ice flow.

L213 – on L127 you state that “calculated stresses can not be interpreted at length

scales below the stress coupling length of each glacier” while here you state that “the

proportion of the driving stress supported by longitudinal resistance increases upstream

of the terminus region”. In making this statement are you not interpreting the stress at

length scales below the stress coupling length? The increase in longitudinal resistance

looks to be within the stress coupling length, and then further upstream the longitudi-

nal resistance decreases for a bit.

You raise a good point here. We double checked the veracity of our claim that the

proportion of longitudinal coupling that supports driving stress increases up glacier for

Rink and that this trend is present above the length scales of the stress coupling length.

We calculate the average of longitudinal coupling over a 3.7 km window (the stress cou-

pling length of Rink) for 1985 and plot the value of the average stress at the midpoint

of the window (Figure 4 below). We find that the increase is less than we originally ob-

served and the increase in percentage resistance to driving stress up glacier is a mere few

percents within 2 km behind the SCL region, or near the measurement error of our meth-

ods. We thus have softened this claim substantially. We now state that Rink merely ap-

pears to not have a pattern of decreasing longitudinal resistance to driving stress within

two kilometers of the near-terminus region and thus a small scale retreat would not re-

sult in the same loss of longitudinal coupling resistance that it does for Ingia and Umia-

mako. We save any discussion of the possible mechanisms of stability for Rink to the dis-

cussion where we talk about it in context of Wood et al., 2021, which finds Rink has a

fjord morphology that limits access of warm ocean waters, L222.

L240 – perhaps “little resistance from basal drag” would be more appropriate since

it is non-zero.

Done.

L237-249 or another relevant place – I wonder if you could discuss to what extent

your findings on how the geometry/stress state determine the susceptibility to retreat
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relate to those of Felikson et al. (2021)? I feel the work of Felikson et al. (2021) should

be referenced and discussed in relation to your results.

We would have loved to add more about this work here, however, as far as direct

comparison, only the Ingia glacier area in our study contains the Peclet limit (Peclet run-

ning maxima of three), ∼15 km from the 1985 terminus (Felikson et al., 2017). For Umia-

mako and Rink the Peclet limit is >40 km inland (Felikson et al., 2017). This lack of

ability to analyze more than one glacier largely precluded us from anything but basic

comparisons. For Ingia, the flow regime from the terminus to the Peclet limit is char-

acterized by low driving stress and basal drag. At the Peclet limit both driving stress

and basal drag increase by nearly a factor of two. This suggests that the ability for thin-

ning waves to diffuse up glacier is linked to the stress state of the glacier and potentially

the ability for stress changes to be transferred upstream (Bondizo et al., 2017). Funda-

mentally, both the pre-retreat stress state that we identify and the Peclet thinning limit

identified by Felikson et al., 2017 highlight the importance of the glacier geometry in de-

termining the dynamic response to retreat. Furthermore, we find here that thinning is

subsequent and in response to retreat. This ordering is consistent with, and helps to fill

in, the chain of events suggested by Felikson et al., 2017. We will add these points to the

discussion as well as highlight the interesting but somewhat anecdotal results we find for

the Ingia Peclet limit to motivate further study.

L250-265: Relating to the wider significance of their results, I wonder if the authors

could include a short discussion on what sets the basal drag? From a subglacial hydrol-

ogy perspective, one might expect basal drag to depend on conditions at the bed – i.e.

the presence of water or sediment and the state of the hydrological system. On the other

hand, in your results (Figs. 2-4), there is a strong imprint of the overall stresses on the

basal drag, and the overall stresses respond to the geometry of the bed and glacier, sug-

gesting that the large-scale geometry of the system plays a role in setting the basal drag.

How do we reconcile these two different viewpoints? This feels important because how

the system responds in the future might be different depending on what is setting the

basal drag. I understand that addressing this properly is beyond the scope of your re-

sults, but I think some discussion would be very helpful.

In this contribution, we find a strong role of geometry in setting the basal drag for

outlet glaciers in Greenland. This finding is largely due to the long time scales over which
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we analyse changes and the focus on relative changes in stress, however, no friction law

would be complete without taking into account subglacial hydrology and bed materials

(Joughin et al., 2019). There are clear examples where subglacial hydrology is paramount.

For example, on seasonal timescales the geometry is only slightly different and yet glacier

dynamics show substantial variability that is best explained by changes in subglacial hy-

drology (Howat et al. 2010). Such changes are far below the temporal resolution of our

analysis, but provide a potential avenue for future work to decipher where and when ei-

ther of the two controlling factors you mention is dominant. We feel that our work largely

elucidated geometric influences on basal drag due to the course temporal resolution of

our analysis and our focus on outlet glacier areas in Greenland dominated by basal slid-

ing on soft beds (see for example, Andrews et al., 1994). Our discussion already includes

a portion on the importance of geometry in glacier dynamics and the response to retreat,

which will be expanded by the comparisons to Felikson et al., 2017. Now, we will also

mention the alternative subglacial hydrology perspective and the strong evidence for it

in setting basal drag and glacier dynamics more broadly, e.g., Howat et al., 2010; Zwally

et al., 2002; Schoof, 2005.

L279 – “reductions in heat delivery to termini” – I feel this needs some qualifying

or further specification. I guess that you are probably referring to the Wood (2021) pa-

per, but as written I feel there is a danger of someone thinking that in general we ex-

pect reductions in ocean heat delivery in the future. This also applies to L11.

We see your point and, yes, we were referring to Wood (2021). Instead of reduc-

tions, we now refer to it as a ”pause” in ocean heat delivery to termini. We will make

a similar change in L11.

Typos

L61 – no need for parenthesis on reference

L109 – “affect” rather than “effect”

Thanks! Done.
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Figure 1. Time series of centerline stress components for Ingia Isbrae along with qualitative

uncertainties in stresses from errors in velocity data. Along flow (a) driving stress, (b) basal

drag, (c) lateral drag, (d) and longitudinal coupling. Positive values of driving stress act in the

direction of flow, positive values of all other stresses oppose flow.
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Figure 2. Time series of centerline stress components for Umiamako Isbrae along with qual-

itative uncertainties in stresses from errors in velocity data. Along flow (a) driving stress, (b)

basal drag, (c) lateral drag, (d) and longitudinal coupling. Positive values of driving stress act in

the direction of flow, positive values of all other stresses oppose flow.
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Figure 3. Time series of centerline stress components for Rink Isbrae along with qualitative

uncertainties in stresses from errors in velocity data. Along flow (a) driving stress, (b) basal

drag, (c) lateral drag, (d) and longitudinal coupling. Positive values of driving stress act in the

direction of flow, positive values of all other stresses oppose flow.
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Figure 4. Plot of Rink Isbare (top) longitudinal coupling and (bottom) longitudinal coupling

resistance to driving stress in 1985 averaged over the stress coupling length of Rink (3.7 km) and

plotted at the midpoint of the averaging window.
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